
LUMPECTOMY

FINDING THE TUMOR IN THE BREAST

While consistent self-breast exams and mammograms are the most common ways of finding a 
lump in your breast, there are certain procedures surgeons can use to pinpoint the location of 
the tumor. 

What if there’s a tumor or lump you can’t feel?
There are times when a tumor shows up on imaging—such as a mammogram—but cannot be 
felt – which is called a nonpalpable tumor. This can create a challenge for surgeons who are 
trying to locate and remove the tumor. By using the wire- or needle-localization technique, a 
radiologist can insert a very thin wire into the breast and the surgeon will use imaging to see 
the exact path to the tumor at the time of surgery. During the procedure, the surgeon can 
more easily remove the tumor (and the wire). A radiologist can also implant a radio-opaque 
clip during a needle biopsy prior to surgery or other intensive treatment. This clip will serve 
as a guide to help locate the tumor quickly once the patient is in the operating room. 

THE PROCEDURE

A Lumpectomy, or breast conserving surgery or wide excision procedure, may allow the 
patient to best maintain breast shape and aesthetics. A lumpectomy requires the patient 
to be under anesthesia. During the procedure, the surgeon will remove the tumor and 
some surrounding tissue through an incision – which is closed with stitches. Sometimes, 
the patient must undergo more than one procedure to ensure that only normal tissue 
– no cancer – remains in the breast. Any tissue removed during a procedure should be 
tested by a pathologist.

WHAT TO EXPECT AFTER LUMPECTOMY

Patients are likely to experience numbness along the incision and, possibly, the resulting scar. 
Immediately after the surgery, patients may experience soreness in the area of the operation – 
the chest, underarm and shoulder. 

There may also be a need to remove lymph nodes from the underarm area, which would require an 
additional incision. This can result in some numbness in the area of the incision or Lymphedema, 
where swelling in the arm or other area may result from fluid retention. 
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